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Abstract
TheCorbino geometry allows one to investigate the propagation of electric current along ap–n
interface in ballistic graphene in the absence of edge states appearing for the familiarHall-bar
geometry. Using the transfermatrix in the angular-momentum spacewe find that for sufficiently
strongmagnetic fields the current propagates only in one direction, determined by themagneticfield
direction and the interface orientation, and the two valleys,K andK′, are equally occupied. Spatially-
anisotropic effectivemassmay suppress one of the valley currents, selected by the external electric
field, transforming the system into amesoscopic version of the valley filter. Thefilteringmechanism
can be fully understoodwithin the effectiveDirac theory, without referring to atomic-scale effects
which are significant in proposals operating on localized edge states.
1. Introduction
One-dimensional conduction channels associatedwith edge states are often considered as background for solid-
state quantum information processing not only in systems showing the quantumHall effect [1–8], but also in
graphene [9, 10] or transitionmetal dichalcogenide nanoribbons [11]. The aforementioned nanostructures are
formed of two-dimensionalmaterials that host an additional electronic valley degree of freedom, allowing
dynamic control and the development of valleytronic devices [12], such as the valley filter [13, 14].
The operation of early proposed valleyfilters in graphene, employing the constrictionwith zigzag edges [13]
or the line defect [15], was strongly affected by atomic-scale defects [16] and localmagnetic order [17]. To
overcome these difficulties, alternative proposals utilizing strain-induced pseudomagnetic fields [18–23],
disorder and curvature effects in carbon nanotubes [24], or various types of domainwalls in graphene, bilayer
graphene [25], or topological systems [26, 27], were put forward. Despite such theoretical and computational
efforts the experimental breakthrough is stillmissing, although some recent progress can be noticed [28–30].
Therefore, conceptually novelmechanisms of valley filtering are very desired.
In this paper, we explore the possibility of valley filtering for peculiar edge statesmixing Landau levels from
both sides of the p–n interface in the quantumHall regime [4–6]. Such unconventional edge states can be
regarded as degenerate versions of snake states, recently observed in ultraclean graphene devices [31, 32] (see
figure 1). As the charge density is centered far fromphysical edges of the system, and transport is essentially of
amesoscopic, rather than nanoscopic, nature (i.e. thewavefunction varies on a length scale given by themagnetic
length = l eB aB , with a=0.246 nmbeing the lattice parameter; see [33]), some of the above-
mentioned obstacles in sustaining the valley polarization of currentmay be overcome. Additionally, the Corbino
geometry [34–37] allows one to eliminate conventional edge states,making it possible to fully control the spatial
distribution of electric current via external electric andmagnetic fields.
Possible classical carrier trajectories for weak-to-moderatemagnetic fields are depicted schematically in the
top andmiddle panels offigure 1. Snake states (bottompanel) cannot be understood fully classically, as they
involve relativistic Klein tunneling through the region of an opposite polarity. In the quantumHall regime the
currentflows along one section of the p–n interface only (see figure 2). The physicalmeaning of a‘weak’,
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‘moderate’, or ‘strong’,field is determined bymutual relations between the characteristic sample length
º -L R Ro i (with the outer disk radiusRo and the inner radiusRi), themagnetic length lB (µ -B 1 2), and the
cyclotron radius rc (µ -B 1)
2. In turn, the larger the disk size the lowerfield is required to eliminate currents
distant from the p–n interface, providing the sake of scalabilitymissing in previously proposed nanoscopic valley
filters3.
We show, using the numerical transfer-matrix technique, that the presence of anon-uniform staggered
potential, introducing the position-dependentmass term in the effectiveDirac equation for low-energy
excitations [38], leads to aspatial separation of valley currents and that the valley polarizationmay be controlled
by changing the gate potentials (see figure 3). Although to set astaggered potential one needs to initiallymodify
the sample on amicroscopic level, e.g. by chemical functionalization [39–41] or the adsorption of hexagonal
boron nitride (h-BN) [42, 43], the operation of such amesoscopic valley filter is then fully-electrostatically
controlled.We furtherfind, that the constantmagnetic field of 1 T is sufficient to obtain anearly perfect
polarization in the disk of a400 nmdiameter.What ismore, the filter operation can be directly attributed to
apeculiar combination of symmetry breakings for theDiracHamiltonian: Themass term breaks the effective
Figure 1.Classical and quasiclassical trajectories (schematic) for electrons (blue lines with arrows) and holes (red lineswith arrows) in
grapheneCorbino disk containing ap–n junction (black dash-dot line) placed in aweak (top panel), moderate (middle panel), and
strong (bottompanel)magnetic field = ( )B B0, 0, , withB>0. Left and right subplots correspond to the opposite polarity of
avoltage source driving acurrent between circular leads (shadow areas). The coordinate systemused in the calculations is also shown.
2
Related to the local carrier concentration via  p= = ∣ ∣r k eB n lc B2, with p= ∣ ∣k n being thewave vector.
3
For r lc B, quantum effects dominate andmay fully eliminate themoderate-field range (seemiddle panel in figure 1) for smaller disks. As
rc is related to the carrier concentration, particular scenario of theclassical-to-quantum transition also depends on the electrostatic potential
profile.
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time-reversal symmetry in asingle valley (symplectic symmetry), whereas themagnetic field breaks the true time-
reversal symmetry (involving the valley exchange). Together, these two symmetry-breaking factors lead to the
inequivalence of valleys, providing an opportunity to produce nonequilibrium valley polarization of current.
Referring to the above scenariomay also partly explain the valley polarization occurrence in nanobubbles
[20, 21], since geometric deformations usually led to anonzeromass term [44]. However, in such systems,
Figure 2.QuantumHall states propagating along ap–n junction in the strong-field limit, forB>0 (top) andB<0 (bottom).
Diagonal double arrows indicate the system symmetry upon asimultaneous time reversal andmagneticfield inversion.
Figure 3.The separation of valley currents (top) and the valley polarization (bottom). Aconstant staggered potential induces the
effectivemassM>0 in the upper half of the disk (dotted area). Gate electrodes (not shown) tune the doping in the lower half which is
undoped (top), p-doped (bottom left), or n-doped (bottom right).
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valley-dependent gaugefields play adominant role, so an interpretation in terms of basic symmetry breakings is
not as clear as in the realmagnetic field case considered here.
The paper is organised as follows: in section 2, we briefly present the effective Dirac theory and the transfer
matrix approach to the scattering problem in the angular-momentum space (adjusted to theCorbino-disk
symmetry). In section 3, we discuss our numerical results concerning the current distribution and valley filtering
in the presence of external electromagnetic field and the staggered potential. The conclusions are given in
section 4.
2.Model andmethods
2.1. The effectiveDirac equation
Let us start by considering a ring-shaped sample, characterized by the inner radiusRi and the outer radiusRo,
surrounded bymetallic contactsmodelled by heavily-doped graphene areas (we setRo=4Ri=200 nm for all
systems considered in the paper). Sincewe focus on smooth (or long-range) disorder, the intervalley scattering
can be neglected and one can consider the single-valleyDirac equation
 xp s p s y f f f s y f+ = - -( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( ) ] ( ) ( )r E r r r, , , , , 1x x y y z
where x = 1 (−1) is the valley index forK ( ¢K ) valley,σα (withα=x, y, z) is the Paulimatrix,
p = - ¶ +a a a( )v i eAF is the gauge-invariantmomentumoperatorwith » -v 10 m sF 6 1 the Fermi velocity,
E denotes the Fermi energy, and  f( )r, and f( )r, are position-dependent electrostatic potential energy and
mass (respectively) in polar coordinates f( )r, .We choose the symmetric gauge = -( )A y x,B
2
with a uniform
magnetic fieldB. Furthermore, ¹B 0 for the disk area (Ri<r<Ro) only; inside the leads (r<Ri or r>Ro)
we simply setB=0, as the value ofB becomes irrelevant in the high-doping limit (see e.g. [34]).
In the case of a systemwith cylindrical symmetry (namely,  andbeingf-independent), the
Hamiltonian in equation (1) commutes with the angular-momentumoperator,  x s= - ¶ +fL i 2z z , and
thewavefunction can be expressed as a product of radial and angular parts
y f j f q
q
q
= º xs f-
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )r r e
r
r
, , 2l l l
i l A l
B l
2 ,
,
z
where l is an half-odd integer, andA (B) labels the upper (lower) spinor element.
2.2.Mode-matching in the angular-momentum space
To solve the scattering problemnumerically we simplify here, for the case of amonolayer, themethod earlier
developed for theCorbino disk in bilayer graphene [45].
If  or in equation (1) isf-dependent the cylindrical symmetry is broken, however, one still can employ
the angular-momentum eigenfunctions to represent ageneral solution as asuperposition
åy f y f=( ) ( ) ( )r r, , , 3
k
k
with y f( )r,k given by equation (2) (see also appendix A).
Substituting the above into equation (1)we obtain
  å åy f x s f s f y f¶ - = - -[ ( )] ( ) { [ ( )] ( )} ( ) ( )v f r r i E r r r, , , , , 4
k
F r
k
k
k
x y k
where x s= + -- ´( ) [ ( ) ( ) ]f r k r l r r2 1 2k B z2 2 2 , themagnetic length = ( )l eBB , and  ´n n is the n×n
identitymatrix.Multiplication over the conjugate angular wavefunction *j f( )l and subsequent integration over
the polar anglef leads to

 ås x q x s s q¶ - - = - -
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( ) ( )f r i
E
v
r i r r r , 5r l x
F
l
k
x lk y lk k
with
 òp f f=
p
f-( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( )( )r d r v e1
2
, , 6lk F i k l
0
2
and
 òp f f=
p
f-( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( )( )r d r v e1
2
, . 7lk F i k l
0
2
(Notice that the angular dependence of  or introduces themode-mixing in our scattering problem.)
The general solution of equation (5) can bewritten as a vector
q q q q q= ¼ ¼( ) [ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]r r r r r, , , , ,lA lA lB lB Tmin max min max , with cutoff angular-momentumquantumnumbers
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lmin and lmax. (Hereinafter, = - +L l l 1max min is the total number of transmissionmodes.) Subsequently, one
canwrite

    q qxs x s s s¶ + - Ä = Ä - Ä - Ä´ ´
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥{[ ( )] } ( ) ( ) ( )r r i
E
v
i r1 2 , 8r L L z
F
x L L x y2 2
where  Ä is the Kronecker product ofmatrices  and , and the diagonalmatrix
 = + + + +
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )
l
r
r
l
l
r
r
l
l
r
r
l
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2
,
1
2
, ...,
2
. 9
B B B
min
2
min
2
max
2
Once the scatteringmatrix is determined (see appendix A for details), transport properties of the system can
be calculatedwithin the Landauer–Büttiker formalism in the linear-response regime [46, 47]. In particular, the
electrical conductance and valley polarization are given by
å= =
-
+x
x
x x
x x=
= =-
= =-
( )G G T
T T
T T
Tr ,
Tr Tr
Tr Tr
, 100
1
1 1
1 1
where =G e h20 2 , the prefactor 2marks the spin degeneracy (weneglect the Zeeman effect
4), and =x x x
†T t t
with xt being the transmissionmatrix for one valley.We further neglect the electron–electron interaction and
electron–phonon coupling, which is acommon approach to nanosystems inmonolayer graphene close to the
Dirac point, as the scattering processes associatedwith thesemany-body effects are usually slower than the
ballistic-transport processes [48, 49].
Thematrix t is also employedwhen calculating the radial current density, which is given by
åf y f f y f=( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )†j r ev r J r, , , , 11r F
l
l r l
with the radial current density operator
f xs f s f= +( ) ( )J cos sin , 12r x y
and y f x= å x xs f-( ) ( ) ( )( )r e rt, 1,l k l k i k T, 2z being the transmittedwavefunction in the outer contact
(r>Ro). Thematrix element x( )t l k, denotes the transmission probability amplitude from channel k to l.
Similarly, the Cartesian components of the current density f =( ) ( )j r j j, ,x y are calculated by replacing the
operator Jr in equation (11) by
xs s= = ( ) ( )J Jor respectively . 13x x y y
3.Quantum transport in crossed electric andmagneticfields
3.1.Definitions
In order to study arole of the p–n junction in quantum transport through graphene-basedCorbino disk, we
choose the electrostatic potential energy as follows
 f f f= - -( ) ( ) ( )r e r, sin , 14V
where  is the electric field (we further define ºV e Ro) and the anglefV defines the crystallographic
orientation of the p–n interface [50, 51]. Furthermore, we investigate how the transport is affected by themass
term
 f f f p f f= Q - Q + -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r M, , 15M M
with the angle fM specifying themass arrangement, andQ( )x being theHeaviside step function. Themass term
given by equation (15) is restricted to ahalf of the disk, f f p fÎ +[ ],M M , seefigure 4. In the heavily-doped
contact regions,  f f= =( ) ( )r r, , 0.
It is worth tomention that we have also considered other functional forms of themass term, including
 f( )r, smoothly varyingwith the distance fromap–n junction, always finding aparameter range inwhich
the valley-filteringmechanism that we describewas highly efficient. Even for asimplemodel given by
equation (15), changing the Fermi energy (E) allows one to shift ap–n interface (  f- =( )E r, 0)with respect
to themass boundary, leading to arich phase diagramdiscussed later in this section.
The specific forms of the potential energy  f( )r, and themass term f( )r, , given by equations (14) and
(15), lead to thematrix elements
4
For =B 1 T the Zeeman splitting is mD = »E g B 0.1Z B meV [with »g 2 and m = ( )e m2B e the Bohrmagneton] and cannot affect
thefilter operation appearing at the potential andmass-term amplitudes of ~V M 10 meV.
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3.2.QuantumHall regime in themassless case
Weconsider now the case ofM=0 in equation (15). The Fermi energy is set as E=0 and thus the p–n interface
overlapswith the disk diameter (ypn=0) for any ¹V 0.
Formoderate values of the electric field ( <∣ ∣V 10 meV) andweakmagnetic fields themagnetoconductance
behavior is the same as in acase without the p–n junction [34], see figure 5. The increase ofG at weakmagnetic
fields, visible for =∣ ∣V 10 meV, indicates the system is close to the ballistic transport regime. This occurswhen
the (position-dependent) cyclotron diameter  -( )r y R R2 0,c o i, enhancing vertical currents along the
classical trajectories (see the top panel infigure 1). For our choice of the parameters, the cyclotron radius,

=
-( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( )r x y E x y
eBv
,
,
, 18c
F
is bounded by ( ) ( )∣ ∣ ( )r y R R V eBv0,c i o F along the vertical diameter (x= 0) and for  ∣ ∣R y Ri o.
Another apparent feature of the data presented infigure 5 is arapid conductance drop, occurring for any
¹V 0 at sufficiently highfield. Unlike in auniformly-doped disk out of the charge-neutrality point, whereG
vanishes in thehigh-field limit [34], hereG approaches the value of e h4 2 (i.e. the conductance quantumwith
spin and valley degeneracies) signalling the crossover frompseudodiffusive to quantum-hall transport regime.
The limiting value ofG reproduces the experimental result of [36], and can be easily explained by analysing
symmetries of theDirac theory [52].
Abitmore detailed view of the effect is providedwith the evolution of angle-dependent current density at
the outer disk edge (r=Ro)with increasing field, presented infigure 6(a).We choose ahigh electric field
(V=50 meV) to ensure the systemundergoes acrossover directly fromballistic to quantum-Hall transport
regime, as the contribution from evanescent waves is negligible. ForB=0 (red line) the currentflows in
directions alongwhich the doping is extremal, namely,f=±π/2. For higherfields the transport is dominated
Figure 4. (a)Electrostatic potential energy  f( )r, given by equation (14)withfV=0, corresponding to ahomogeneous electric
field = ( )E 0, . (b)Themass term f( )r, given by equation (15)withfM=0 (i.e. = ¹M 0 in the upper half of the disk
only). (c)Cross sections of the electrostatic potential energy ( )y (blue line) and the effective potentials  ( ) ( )y y (black solid or
dashed line) along the disk diameter: x=0,  -R y Ro o, for someV,M>0. Red linemarks the Fermi energyE. The expressions
for ypn (the position of a p–n interface), following from  =( )y Epn , and
( )yeff (forwhich   = E ) are also given. (The inner-lead
edges, y=±Ri, are omitted for clarity.)
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by asingle direction, for which  f =( )r, 0 (i.e.f=π), with some secondary currents at f p∣ ∣ 2 visible for
B=1/2 T (green line), and vanishing forB=1 T (blue line). This picture is in agreement with the results of
previous theoretical studies (see [52] and appendix B for details).
As themagnetic length at 1Tesla field = »( )l B 1 T 26B nm is still comparable with the system size (in
particular, the inner radiiRi=50 nm), the transport cannot be understood classically or quasiclassically.
Therefore, several features depicted schematically infigure 1 (such as the orbits in themiddle panel)have no
correspondants in numerical results presented infigure 6(a). However, an apparent asymmetry of the current
distribution for ¹B 0 is directly linked to the left-rightmirror symmetry breaking, also present in the classical
level: both the trajectories and quantum-hall edge states are symmetric upon asimultaneous left-right reflection
and thefield inversion (see figure 2); the same applies to the voltage-source polarity (or time) reversal combined
with themagnetic field inversion.
Figure 5.Magnetoconductance of the Corbino diskwith = =R R4 200o i nm,E=M=0, and different values of the in-plane
electric field  (quantified by ºV e Ro). Notice that the conductance (G) approaches the one quantumvalue ( e h4 2 ) for any ¹V 0
at sufficiently highmagnetic field (B).
Figure 6.Parametric plots of the current density f º=( )∣ ( )j r j j, ,r R x yo [see equation (13)], where  f p<0 2 , for the same setup as
in figure 5with the electrostatic potential andmassmagnitudes (V andM) varied between the subplots. Line colours (same for each
subplot)mark differentmagneticfields:B=0 (red),B=1/2 T (green), andB=1 T (blue). (a) ForM=0, the results are identical
for both valleys. Arelatively large value ofV=50 meV eliminates the pseudodiffusive charge-transport regime. At 1 T field, the
distribution resembles the analytical result for an infinite planewith the p–n junction, see figure B2 in appendix B. (b) ForV=0 and
M=10 meV, the separation of valley currents appears. Solid and dashed lines correspond to distinct contributions from the two
valleys (K,K′); dotted lines depict the current density summarized over the valleys ( + ¢K K ). (c) ForM=10 meV andV=±1 meV
(top/bottompanel), polarity of the p–n junction allows one to select one of the valley currents and suppress the other. (The
summarized current density is omitted for clarity.)
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3.3.Mass term and the valleyfilter operation
So far, we have putM=0 in equation (15) and the transport characteristics were identical for both valleys (K
andK′). A different picture emerges in the systemwith nonzero and spatially-varyingmass term (the ¹M 0
case). Our simplifiedmodel, inwhich themass is present only in the upper half of the system (see figure 4),
already allows to demonstrate themesoscopic valley-filteringmechanism. In this subsection, we present the
central results of the paper, providing aquantitative description of the effects depicted schematically infigure 3.
Quite surprisingly, even at zero electric andmagnetic fields the currents corresponding to different valleys
arewell separated (see figure 6(b)). This can be interpreted as azero-doping version the edge-state formation
(the Fermi energy isfixed atE= 0). As themass opens aband gap in the upper half of the disk (0<f<π),
there are no extended states available, and the current is pushed away towards the lower half (−π<f<0). In
turn, the border between areaswith = 0 and ¹ 0 plays arole of an artificial edge of the system (notice
that the p–n junction is absent forV= 0). The total current distribution (dotted lines in figure 6(b)) is
approximately uniform in the lower half of the disk (as this part is in the pseudodiffusive charge-transport
regime), with some localmaxima forf≈0 andf≈−π, signaling contributions from the zero-energy edge
states. The emergence of such states is well-described in graphene literature, see e.g. [53]; their analogs in bilayer
graphene in aposition-dependent perpendicular electric fieldwere also discussed [25]. Abasic reasoningwhy
electrons in different valleys prefer opposite directions of propagation is given in appendix C.
Adirect link between the valley polarization of current and the direction of propagation for zero-energy
edge states leads to the spatial separation of valley currents, which is apparent even in our relatively small system,
forwhich the role of evanescent waves is still significant (andmanifests itself by a nonozero current density for
any−π<f<0).
Next, the valley-filteringmechanism is demonstrated by creating the p–n interface in apresence of themass
term ( ¹V 0, ¹M 0). Figure 6(c) shows astrong suppression of one of the valley currents in relatively weak
electric andmagnetic fields (and the valley is selected by a sign ofV ), provided that themass term is sufficiently
strong. The valley polarization  gradually increases with themagnetic field, becoming almost perfect for
B=1 T (see figure 7).
The operation of our valley filter is characterized in details by the numerical results presented in figure 8,
wherewe havefixedV=1 meV, and visualized the transport characteristics in the Fermi energy-mass (E–M)
parameter plane, for three selected values of themagnetic field (B= 0, 1/2, and 1 T). Notice that varying E
corresponds to avertical shift of the p–n interface; in particular, for E=VRi/Ro=0.25 meVwe have
ypn=−Ri (seefigure 4) and the p–n interface is atangent line to the inner disk edge at the lower (i.e.mass-free)
half. At zeromagnetic field, the densitymaps shown in bottompanels are perfectly uniform, and no valley
polarization is visible. For higher fields, distinct regions of the ‘phase diagram’ are formed, including the
unpolarized highly-conducting region ( »G G2 0,  » 0) at the central-bottompart of each subplot, the two
polarized highly-conducting regions (G≈G0,  » 1)near the upper corners, and the two tunneling regions
(G≈0,  » 0)near the lower corners. At 1 Tfield (top panels), the boundaries between above-mentioned
regions are alreadywell-developed.
Some further insights into relations connecting the diagram structure and characteristic features of the
effective potential profile,    f f º ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r r y y, , in equation (1), are given infigure 9. In brief,
the boundaries between regions on the E–M diagram can be attributed to the situations when the p–n line is
Figure 7.Conductance (left) and valley polarization (right)defined by equation (10) for theCorbino diskwith both themass term and
the p–n interface displayed as functions of themagneticfield. Remaining systemparameters are same as in figure 6(c).
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atangent to the inner disk edge at themass-free part, ypn=−Ri (vertical dashed line), or when the Fermi energy
is equal to the effective potential along atangent line to the inner disk edge at the nonzeromass part, =( )y Rieff
(diagonal solid lines). The sketch offigure 9 corresponds to the high-field limit, inwhich l RB i and varying E
may lead to an abrupt switching between the regions. In afinite-field situation (seefigure 8),finite widths of
quantumHall states result in blurs (and shifts) of the boundaries, with ageneral trend to expand the unpolarized
highly-conducting regionwith decreasingB.
Numerous experimental realizations of anon-uniformmass inmonolayer graphene [39–43] suggest to
focus on aconstant and relatively largeM?1 meV. In such acase, themagnetic field ofB=1 T allows one to
control the valley polarization of current independently by tuning the Fermi energy (E) or by reversing the p–n
junction polarity (  -V V ).
It is alsoworth stressing, that high valley polarization remains unaffectedwhen the p–n interface ismoved by
adistance ofD » =y R 50i nmaway from themass boundary, allowing us to coin the termofmesoscopic
valley filter.
4. Conclusions
Wehave demonstrated, as aproof of principle, that theCorbino disk inmonolayer graphenemodified such that
themass term in effectiveDirac equation is present in ahalf of the disk (leading to the energy gap of1 meV)
may act as ahighly efficient valley filter, when placed in crossed electric andmagnetic fields inducing ap–n
interface close to themass-region boundary. Although introducing themass term involves amicroscopic
Figure 8.Conductance (left) and valley polarization (right) forV=1 meV as functions of the Fermi energy (E) and themass term
(M). The value ofmagnetic field (B) is varied between the panels. Remaining systemparameters are same as infigure 5.
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modification of asample, the output (valley) polarization of currentmay be controlled electrostatically in
constantmagnetic field, alternatively by: (i) inverting the p–n junction polarity, or (ii) shifting the p–n linewith
respect to themass boundary by tuning aglobal doping of asample. Themagnetic field of 1 T is sufficient to
obtain the polarization better than 99% for the device size (namely: the outer disk diameter) of 400 nm.
An additional interesting feature of the system is that the currents belonging to different valleys are spatially
separated, flowing in opposite directions along the p–n interface. In the absence of ap–n interface, there are two
equal currents propagating along themass boundary; in-plane electricfield amplifies one of these currents and
suppresses the other. Thefilteringmechanism is directly linked to global symmetry breakings of theDirac
Hamiltonian, and therefore we expect it to be robust against typical perturbations in real experiments.
For instance, the operation ofmesoscopic valley filter whichwe have described should not be noticeably
affected by the long-range (or smooth) impurities, as they generally do not introduce the intervalley scattering
[54, 55]. (In contrast, short-range impuritiesmix the valleys andmay restore the equilibrium valley occupation.)
Recent experimental works on ultraclean graphene p–n junctions [31, 32] allow us to believe that such systems,
accordinglymodified to induce aposition-dependent quasiparticlemass,may also act as highly-efficient
mesoscopic valley filters. Since the valley filtering takes place in aproximity of the p–n interface, which can be
shifted (or bent) during an experiment by using external gates, we anticipate thatmore complexmultiterminal
geometrywillmake it possible to setup afewfilters in series in order to independently produce and detect valley-
pseudospin polarization bymeans of nonlocalmeasurements. Numerical simulations for themultiterminal
geometry are, however, beyond the scope of this paper.
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AppendixA. Transfermatrix approach
Ageneral wavefunction corresponding to the lth transmission channel is given by a linear combination of two
linearly-independent spinor functions
Figure 9. Sketch of the high-field ‘phase diagram’ for someV>0 (see top panel infigure 8)with distinct regions characterized by
dimensionless conductance g=G/G0 and the polarization  , with the boundaries given bymutual relation between the Fermi
energy and the potentials (   and  ) at the inner disk edge: =( )y Rieff (solid lines) and = -y Ripn (dashed line). (See also
figure 4(c)).
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q q q= +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r a r a r , A1l l l l l1 1 2 2
where aa
l (α=1, 2) are arbitrary complex amplitudes and q q q=a a a( ) [ ] ( )r r,l Al Bl T, , is a normalized spinor
functionwithA andB being the sublattice indices. The normalization has to be carried out in such away that the
total current remains constant (i.e. l,α–independent). To satisfy this condition, wewrite down the current
density for the lth transmission channel
q xs j s j q= +

[ ( )] · [ ( ) ( )] · ( ) ( )†j ev r rcos sin . A2l F l x y l
In principle, it is sufficient to normalize only thewavefunctions in the leads since the relation between them
(namely: between the incoming, the transmitted, and the reflectedwavefunction)ultimately definesmatrices r
and t. Current conservation guarantees that amplitudes rmn and tmn preserve the probabilistic interpretation.
Therefore, adirect normalization for thewavefunctions in the sample area is not essential for the successful
modematching.
Next, it is convenient to present acomplete set of wavefunctions as a vector with each element
corresponding to a different transmission channel. Since only a limited number of channels contributes
significantly to the quantum transport, one can look for atruncated solution by introducing the cutoff-
transmission channels lmin and lmax such that Î [ ]l l l,min max . The total number of transmission channels,
= - +( )M l l 1max min , is chosen to be large enough to reach the convergence. In such anotation, we canwrite
q = ( )( ) ( ) ( )aar r , A312
where( )r is a 2M×2Mmatrix, = ¼a a a[ ]a a a, ,l l Tmin max . The explicit formofmatrix( )r will be presented
later. The notation of equation (A3) is convenient when dealingwith asystemwithmodemixing introduced by
aposition-dependent potential.
We are primarily interested in arelation between the two sets of amplitudes definingwavefunctions at
different radii, say: r andRi. Such arelation can bewritten introducing a propagator ( )r R, i ,
q q=( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r r R R, . A4i i
The propagator ( )r R, i can be found by substituting equations (A4) into (8) from themain text (theDirac
equation). The resulting equation takes the following form
  ¶ =( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r R r r R, , , A5r i i
with an initial condition  = ´( )R R,i i M M2 2 . Thematrix ( )r in equation (A5) carries the complete
information about the potential and themass term in the system.
Formally, equation (A5) defines 2M independent systems of 2M ordinary differential equations, each of
which describing acolumn in thematrix ( )r R, i .We have employed afixed-step explicit RungeKuttamethod
of the 4th order [56]. Both the step-size aswell as the number of transmission channelsM are adjusted to reach
the numerical convergence; in practice, these parameters depend on the system size, as well as on themagnetic
field, in an approximately linearmanner similarly as in the case of bilayer graphene (see [45]).
Once the propagator for the sample area ( )R R,o i is determined, we can translate it onto atransfermatrix,
connecting thewavefunctions in the leadswithwavefunctions in the sample area, via themode-matching


f f
f
f
=
=
=
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
R R
R R R
R R R
,
, , A6
L
o
S
o
o i
S
i
o i
L
i
where f =( ) ( )aR rL o L . As the doping in the leads is set to infinity, thematrix ( )rL can be presented as a
Kronecker product  = Ä ´( ) ( )r rL M M (we have omitted the phase constants as they are insignificantwhen
calculating the transport properties), where
 x x= -
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( ) ( )r r
1 1 1
. A7
Columns in thematrix ( )r represents independent wavefunctions, corresponding to different directions of
propagation (incoming and outgoingwaves). The transfermatrix is thus given by
   = - ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )R R R R, . A8L o o i L i1
Finally, the transmission properties of the system can be obtained by retrieving the scattering-matrix
elements from . The transfermatrix can be expressed by blocks of the scatteringmatrix as follows
 = ¢ ¢
- ¢ ¢ ¢
- -
- -
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
( ) · ( )
( ) · ( )
( )
†t r t
t r t
, A9
1 1
1 1
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where t and r are the transmission and reflectionmatrix (respectively) for awavefunction incoming from the
inner lead; similarly, ¢t and ¢r are the transmission and reflectionmatrix for awavefunction incoming from the
outer lead.
Appendix B. Solutions for an infinite graphene plane
The clear asymmetry of acurrent propagating along the p–n junction in the quantumHall regime (see
figure 6(a) in themain text) illustrate an intrinsic feature that is not related to theCorbino geometry. In this
appendixwe derive analytically the eigenfunctions for the low-energyHamiltonian of graphene in crossed
electric andmagnetic fields


xp p
xp p
=
- -
+ -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )H
e x i
i e x
, B1
x y
x y
where p = - ¶ +a a ai eA with the Landau gauge = ( )BxA 0, , and themass term is neglected for simplicity.
(Notice that the electrostatic potential energy term in equation (B1) corresponds tofV=π/2 in equation (14)).
It is clear now that theHamiltonian (B1) is invariant under the time reversal combinedwith themagnetic field
inversion, namely
 x x- - = x x
-( ) ( ) ( )H B H B, , , B21
where  s=x 0 is asingle-valley time reversal operator with  denoting complex conjugation. (In the four-
component notation, the full time reversal is  t= Ä xx , where tx is the Paulimatrix acting on valley degrees
of freedom.)
Due to the translation symmetry in the y-direction,H (B1) also commutes with - ¶i y and thuswe can
choose thewavefunction as Y = F( ) ( ) ( )x y x ik y, exp y , with thewavenumber ky, reducing the scattering
problem to asingle-dimensional one. The correspondingDirac equation reads

 
 


x
x
¶ + +
¶ - +
F = F
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
( ) ( ) ( )
x k x
k x x
x
iE
v
x . B3
e
i v x y
eB
x y
eB e
i v
F
F
F
One can further simplify the above equation introducing the dimensionless variable c = +-l x l kB B y
1 , where
= ∣ ∣l e BB is themagnetic length.Without loss of generality, we can suppose thatB>0. Equation (B3) can
nowbewritten as
gc x c
x c gc
e
- - ¶ +
- ¶ - -
F = F
c
c
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
i
i
x x , B4
wherewe have defined g = ( )el vB F2 and e g= -[ ( ) ]l E v kB F y .When considering an infinite graphene
planewe can choose (without loosing the generality) the zero Fermi energy (EF=0), what leads to
e g= - ( )l k . B5B y
Following [57, 58], wefind the solutions of equation (B4) by solving an auxiliary eigensystem
j e j=( ) ( ) ( )x x B62
for the operator
 e= + -( ˜ ) ˜ ( )H H HH , B7
where s s=H̃ Hz z , which is chosen such that each eigenfunction of satisfies equation (B4) aswell.
Equation (B6) can rewritten as follows
xg
xg
e
-
-
=-
+
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ) ( )
O i
i O
u
v
u
v , B8
2
where egc e g c x= + - - + ¶ c( )O 2 12 2 2 2 , and u, v are spinor elements of thewavefunction j ( )x .
We can nowwrite down the fourth-order differential equation for u, namely
g + =+ - ( )u O O u 0, B92
being equivalent to the set of two second-order equations
g gec e g c- =  + - - + ¶c [ ( ) ] ( )u u1 2 1 . B102 2 2 2 2
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The solutions are
r r= +  -  +  - -( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )u a b iD D , B11w w1 1 2 1 1 2
where n ( )xD is the parabolic cylinder function [59], r c g c ge g= - - - -( )( )2 12 2 3 4,
e g= - -( )w 1 22 2 3 2 , and a±, b±are arbitrary constants. Sincewe are interested in square-integrable
wavefunctions, we set b±=0.Using equation (B8), we obtain the full formof the spinor function
r
x g g
= ´
 -



-  +
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )uv a iD
1
1 1
. B12w1 1 2 2
Both the solutions + +( )u v, T and - -( )u v, T , as well as their arbitrary linear combination, satisfy
equation (B8). Therefore, we construct an eigenfunction of equation (B6), corresponding to an eigenvalue
ε2>0, by taking [60]
j º = +e >
+
+
-
-
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( )( ) ( )( ) ( )x uv A c uv uv , B1302
where e x g g g= + - -[ ] [ ( ) ]c 1 1 2 12 2 3 4 , andA is the normalization constant
g g p
x g
=
-
G + + -
-( ) ( )
[ ]( )
( )A l
w
1 4
1 1 1
. B14B
2 1 4 2 1
2
The case of ε2=0 (the zeromode) is slightly different, and it is instructive to consider it separately. The
corresponding solution of equation (B6) reads
j =e g c
x g
g=
- -
- -⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟( ) ( )x Ce i
1
, B150
1 2
1 1
2
2 2
2
with
g g
p x g
=
-
+ -
( )
( )
( )C
l
1
2 1 1
. B16
B
2 2 1 4
2
In a general case, the normalization ofj ( )x leads also to adiscrete spectrumof eigenvalues
e g= -( ) ( )n2 1 , B17n2 2 3 2
with n=0, 1, 2, ...; see [50, 57, 58]. The above, togetherwith equation (B5), implies thewavenumber
quantization
g
g
= 
-( )
( )( )k
n
l
2 1
. B18y
n
B
2 3 2
We further notice that the zeromode (n= 0) lacks the additional twofold degeneracy of highermodes (n>0).
Explicit forms of wavefunctions, given above by equations (B13) and (B15), allows one to calculate the
probability density j∣ ( )∣x 2 (see figure B1) as well as the local current density j s j= ( ) · · ( )†j x xy y (see
figure B2).
Aswe have neglected themass term throughout this Appendix, the physical quantities displayed infigures B1
andB2 are same for both valleys,K and ¢K , indicated by ξ=1 or ξ=−1 (respectively) in equation (B1). Also,
the probability density j∣ ( )∣x 2 is affected by the direction of electric field, indicated by  gºsgn sgn , only in
away that the two solutions for n>0, characterized by opposite wavenumbers (ky and−ky) are exchanged
upon g g - , see figure B1. In contrast, the current density jy(x) also changes sign upon g g - , see figure
B2. Revisiting the derivation forB<0, one quickly canfind that j∣ ( )∣x 2 and jy(x) are affected by themagnetic
field inversion (  -B B) atfixed γ in the sameway as by the electric field inversion (g g - ) atfixedB.
Another striking feature of the results presented infigure B2 is that for either the n=0 or n>0modes, the
total current (integrated over x)flows in one direction only, determined by the signs of  andB. For n>0, this
can be attributed to the fact that solutions with ky>0 and ky<0 are localized at the opposite sides of ap–n
interface, resulting in the same sign of the group velocity. For n=0, the solution given by equation (B15) can be
regarded as alinear combination of edge states fromboth sides of the interface, for which the current density is
centered precisely at the interface line (as depicted schematically infigure 2 in themain text).
We now comment on the relation between solutions for an infinite planewith trajectories depicted in
figure 1.
The snake states (bottompanel infigure 1) can be represent as linear combinations of the solutionswith
n=0 and n>0, having aproperty that the full combination propagates in the same direction as each of its
components. On the other hand, classical trajectories propagating in the direction (approximately)
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perpendicular to the interface (top panel infigure 1) represent finite-size effects having no analogs in an infinite
plane.Most intriguing are the trajectories depicted in themiddle panel offigure 1, propagating in both directions
along the interface. Formally, this is possible since the total current, considered as aquadratic form, is neither
positively nor negatively defined, and thus ageneric quantum state composed of eigenstates with different n-s
may also carry the current in opposite direction then each of the components.
In real sample of afinite size, edge states associatedwith ap–n junction derived in this appendix are always
accompanied by edge states close to aphysical systemboundary transporting the charge in opposite direction,
see figure B3(a).When adisk-shaped sample is clampedwith circular electrodes, forming theCorbino setup,
edge currents are eliminated by the outer lead and the schematic current distribution for the lowestmodes,
visualized infigure B3(b), may be closely reproduced by the physical current density (seefigure 6(a) in themain
text). Remarkably, the familiar Fleming’s left hand rule, relating the directions of the current, themagnetic field,
Figure B1. Probability density j∣ ( )∣x 2 for ξ=1 (theK valley),B=1 T, and γ=1/2 (top) or γ=−1/2 (bottom).
Figure B2.Current density jy(x) for ξ=1 (theK valley),B=1 T, and γ=1/2 (top) or γ=−1/2 (bottom).
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and the charge displacement (or the in-plane electric field) has also aversion for graphene p–n junction in the
quantumHall regime, seefigure B3(c).
AppendixC.Mass confinement and the valley separation
Weargue here that themechanismbehind spatial separation of currents in different valleys, appearing for
anonzeromass term (see figure 6(b) in themain text), can essentially be understood by analyzing the zero-
energywavefunction in the presence of infinitemass confinement proposed in the seminal work by Berry and
Mondragon [61].
In the absence of electric field ( = 0), ageneral zero-energy solution of equation (B3) for ξ=1 (theK
valley) can bewritten as [62]
F = +x c
c
=
=
-
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( ) ( )
[ ] x C
e
C e
0
0
, C1k0, , 1
0
1 2 2
2
y 2
2
withC1 andC2 being arbitrary complex numbers, and c = +-l x l kB B y
1 again. For ξ=−1 (the ¢K valley), the
two basis solutions on the right-hand side of equation (C1) have interchanged spinor components.
Neglecting the intervalley scattering, one can show that confinement of the carriers in abounded domain
implies zero outward current at any point of the boundary at each valley (ξ=±1), namely
xs a s a= á + ñ =a Fx ( )( )j cos sin 0, C2x yn
where a a a=( ) ( )n cos , sin is the unit vector normal to the boundary, and the spinorwavefunction
F = F Fx x x( ),A B T, , . Equation (C2) can be rewritten as
 x a aF F + F F =x x x x( ) ( ) ( )cos Re sin Im 0, C3A B A B, , , ,
which is equivalent to
 a
F
F
=x
x
x⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( ) ( )i iexp , C4
B
A
,
,
where  is real and depends on the physical nature of the confinement [61].
Infinitemass confinement at x=0, restricting thewavefunction to the right hemiplane (x>0),
corresponds to  = 1 andα=π in equation (C4) and leads to the boundary condition
xF = Fx x= =∣ ∣ ( )i . C5A x B x, 0 , 0
Subsequently, the coefficients in equation (C1) follow
x= -x x ( ) ( )C i C k lexp . C6y B,2 ,1 2 2
The vertical current density for the zero-energy solution is
s x= á ñ = - -xF x= ∣ ∣ ( ) ( )[ ]j C k l2 exp , C7y y y B,1
2 2 2
ky0, ,
0
where the last equality follows from equation (C6).
Figure B3. (a)Edge states in afinite disk-shaped graphene samplewith ap–n interface in the quantumHall regime (schematic). (b)
Azoom-in of the interface regionwith band structure schemes. Open circlesmark the two states on the Fermi level with opposite
wavenumbers (ky<0 and ky>0) having equal group velocities (vg). (Notice that the direction electric current is opposite to vg as the
electron charge is−e.) (c)Aversion of the Fleming’s left hand rule showingmutual relation between directions of themagneticfieldB,
the in-plane electric field  , and the current Inear the interface. The coordinate systemused in appendix B is also shown.
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Clearly, the uniform current in equation (C7) changes sign upon the valley exchange (x x - ), providing
aqualitative understanding of the valley separation, as the effect associatedwith zero-energymode should
overrule the effects originating fromhighermodes for ageneric system close to the charge-neutrality point
(allowing for ∣ ∣k l 1y B ).
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